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Falklands / Malvinas 2006:  Current Applications

Greg Matyas

ABSTRACT: This paper extrapolates arguments concerning the Falkland / Malvinas War of 1982 and
applies them to the question:  What should the United States consider when treaties or allies conflict within
US foreign policy?  Using content analysis of historical documents this essay investigates the applicability
of lessons from the Falklands / Malvinas War to contemporary and future foreign policy challenges.  The
author argues rejects the argument that the South Atlantic crisis over the Falkland/Malvinas Islands is an
archetype of challenges to come.

Introduction

No treaties or allies are equal, and no
foreign policy challenges to the United

States are simple syllogistic propositions.  The South
Atlantic Crisis of 1982 shows that the United States
can apply a critically titrated approach to complex
foreign policy challenges involving valid multi-
faceted positions in conjunction with conflicting
treaties.  Argentina invaded the Falkland / Malvinas
Islands based on territorial claims contrary to those
of the United Kingdom (U.K.), and to inhabitants
who expressed loyalty to the U.K.  I will describe
the situation faced by the United S tates during the
crisis, analyze the motivations and subsequent
decisions, and argue that lessons learned apply to
foreign policy challenges of today.  The conflict posed
multifaceted challenges for the United States.  After
considering a critical mass of evidence, President
Reagan decided to side with the U.K.  The South
Atlantic Crisis put US treaties in conflict as US allies
openly battled on land, at sea, and in the air .  The
crisis involved states extending as far north as
Norway and south as Argentina, and around the globe
including Peru, the US, the USSR, the U.K., Liberia,
France, Chile, Nepal, and others.  As both allies were
critical in the international order of that time, why
did the US side with whom they did?  Why did it
take so long to reach a decision point?  The answers
to these questions should be applied to the complex
decisions of today.

Before discussing the origins and outcomes
of the conflict we may note that its known included
an estimated 652 Argentinean military personnel and
255 British military personnel killed, along with 777
wounded (Jenkins & Hastings, 1984, p. 316).  The
military history of the war has been well documented,
though more often from the British perspective. In

1982, the United States was obligated to two treaties
among others, both based on the concept of shared
defense.  The Organization of American States (OAS)
treaty, which obligated the United S tates to
Argentina, stated that an attack from a non-American
power on an American state would constitute an
attack on the or ganization.  Likewise, the US was
bound to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) and the U.K. through a similar statement
of shared defense.  Although neither of the
belligerents invoked the respective treaties, there was
a degree of expectation from both states that the
United States would lend support.  The effects of the
decision to support the U.K. is decision garnered
benefits between London and Washington as well as
negative consequences between Latin America and
the US.

The known history about this event does not
completely illuminate the thinking process behind
President Reagan’s decision to support the U.K.; nor
does history completely reveal the mindset regarding
the invasion of the Argentine head of state,
Argentina’s President Galtieri’s mindset on the
invasion either. .  The Falklands / Malvinas War itself
has traditionally been seen as exotic, a conflict in a
time of the far -reaching Cold War.  I propose,
however, that the Falkland / Malvinas War is a
prototype of the challenges the United S tates faces
and will face and as treaties and allies come to
loggerheads.

Methodology

The analysis in this paper was motivated by
The Battle for the Falklands  by Max Hastings and
Simon Jenkins, which begged the question of US
participation and views on this seemingly distant and
unknown war.  After a basic sweep of information on
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the Falklands / Malvinas War two questions arose:
What was the role of the U.S. and what can we learn
from the Falkland / Malvinas War?.  These questions
require a further empirical content analysis of
historical documents and cultural artifacts.  That
analysis bore a theory from which I hope to use for
policy formulation.  I used two methods to buoy the
theory: first, I will use content analysis of historical
documents; and secondly , I will use limited
interviewing, mostly for context and background.
Among other primary source documents I will use
the recently released Official History of the Falklands
Campaign by Lawrence Freedman on behalf of the
Ministry of Defence of the U.K.

Findings

My findings are presented through two
primers, six ar guments and a conclusion.  The
purpose of each primer is two-fold:  first to establish
a common baseline of knowledge, and secondly , to
establish assumptions from which the arguments will
necessarily be based on.  These primers consist
entirely of research and description, while the
arguments are an amalgamation of my own analysis
as well as those well versed on subject.

Primer – Falklands: History prior to April 1,
1982.

The Falkland / Malvinas Islands lie
approximately 300 miles off the southern tip of South
America, and in total are just smaller than the state
of Connecticut (USCIA, Falkland Islands / Islas
Malvinas, 2006).  The Falkland / Malvinas Islands
have an unremarkable past, having been discovered
and rediscovered by various flags.  After 19th century
skirmishes on the islands involving several nations,
including the US, the question of territorial
ownership settled into a diplomatic stand off between
the U.K. and the Republic of Argentina.  Although
the South American power claimed the islands unto
themselves, British subjects had settled on the
islands, establishing a modest agrarian economy .
The U.K. had also occupied the islands militarily ,
establishing a small garrison of less than 50 soldiers.
The consensus of the islanders was that they wanted
to remain under the crown; however , it was also to
their advantage to have access to first-rate education,
medical facilities, and other goods and services just

to the west in Argentina.  According to Douglas
Kinney, “The wishes of the islanders [for self-
determination] were enshrined as the basis of British
negotiation policy” (Coll & Arend, 1985, p. 83).

Primer – Falklands W ar: April 2,1982-1June
14, 1982.

On April 2nd 1982, the Republic of
Argentina took possession of the Falkland Islands
at and around the capital Port S tanley by a force of
Argentine Marines with naval and regular army
support (Jenkins & Hastings, 1984 p. 73).  The
invasion ended a period of increased rhetoric and
posturing on the part of the Argentineans toward the
UK regarding their claim for the territory.  After 150
years of dispute, policy makers in Argentina made a
bold decision to push their position aggressively. As
Carl von Clausewitz, the author of modern warfare
put it; “war is not merely an act of policy but a true
political instrument, a continuation of political
intercourse, carried on with other means”
(Clausewitz, 1976, p. 99).  Argentine forces invaded,
though with the intention of excluding British
combat deaths.  Again we turn to Clausewitz, who
prophetically stated, “Kind-hearted people might of
course think there was some ingenious way to disarm
or defeat an enemy without too much bloodshed” (p.
83) but this train-of-thought “is a fallacy that must
be exposed” (p. 84).  This manner of invasion did
not sway the British however , nor the 69 Royal
Marines garrisoned at Port S tanley (Freedman,
2005).  Then British Prime Minister Mar garet
Thatcher assumed Clausewitz’s approach to the
challenge at hand.  Within three days of the invasion,
a British task force weighed anchor and set sail from
Southampton, making steam on a southerly heading.
Eight days after the invasion, President Reagan
addressed the dispute in his weekly radio address in
which he framed the dispute nebulously .  (Reagan,
1982).  He spoke of the need to help our two allies
resolve the conflict.  Four weeks later on April 30,
President Reagan declared the support of the US to
the UK and their claims to the Falklands / Malvinas,
after peaceful options were exhausted and the British
Task Force was within striking distance of the
archipelago.

In any case the Argentinean invasion
humiliated the British.  Prime Minister Thatcher
faced a hostile House of Commons, in which “many
members were inclined to blame the Government for
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its alleged failure to foresee and forestall what had
happened” (Thatcher, 1995, p. 183).  Then Foreign
Secretary Peter Carrington was fired and his
replacement, Francis Pym, came from outside the
foreign office (Pym, 1982).  According to Douglas
Hurd, who was then a junior minister in the foreign
office, “The chances of a successful outcome, through
either diplomacy or war , seemed hopeless” (Hurd,
2003, p. 280).  Less than a week later , however,
Thatcher seemed sure of her course, though the path
may not have been clear at the time (p. 281).
Addressing parliament, Thatcher was sure of military
victory in case of diplomatic failure (Thatcher, tape
recording). The British delegation to the United
Nations went immediately to action, actually starting
to work the Security Council before the invasion
occurred, but at which point it was clear what was
about to come to pass (Dillon, 1989).  A day after
the invasion, on April 3rd, the United Nations Security
Council adopted mandatory resolution UN 502 which
had three points: 1) cessation of hostilities, 2)
withdrawal of Argentine forces from the Falklands /
Malvinas Islands, and 3) encouragement to the two
states involved to seek a peaceful solution.  (Dillon,
1989, p. 132)

Thus the British pursued a road to
“legitimize a resort to force if mediation failed”
(Dillon, 1989, p. 133).  Summarily , mediation did
indeed fail.  The British retook the islands at
considerable cost in casualties and loss of ships.  One
may conclude that the British were fighting an
inferior foe, that Argentina’s loss was a for gone
conclusion, but as naval postgraduate student 2 nd

Lieutenant Jason McClure notes, “that the British
won the war, does not mean they had to, and that the
Argentines chose poor strategic and tactical options
does not mean that the structural conditions for
victory were not there” (McClure, 2004, p. 3).
President Galtieri subsequently fell from power, “On
June 15, Galtieri offered his resignation in a public
address” (Lewis, 2001 p. 148).  Because of the lost
war, Lewis notes that the military establishment
retreated from power, and democracy was on its way
to Argentina.

Current Applications:
Argument 1 – Priority of Treaties

No treaties are equal, nor are treaties explicitly
prioritized.  The Realpolitik approach dictates the

importance of any one treaty based on the current
international environment, and as-of-yet unknown
challenges may require the US to prioritize one treaty
over others.

Looking at treaty conflict from the
international law perspective, International Law
Professor Gregory H. Fox states that although
examples are sparse, the prior treaty should take
precedence over the more recent treaty in conflict
(Fox, 2001).  In the case of the South Atlantic Crisis,
two major treaties at play were OAS and NA TO.
OAS was created in 1948, while NATO was formed
in 1949.  Should the US then have prioritized the
OAS, and supported Argentina?  Looking at the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,
prioritization of treaties is not explicitly mentioned
(International Law Commission, 2005).

 In 2005, Christopher J. Bor gen published
an article in The George Washington International
Law Review, “Resolving treaty conflicts.”  In it he
poses that, “An initial problem is that there is not a
generally accepted definition of what constitutes a
conflict between treaties.  A conflict in the strict sense
occurs when a party to two treaties cannot
simultaneously honor its obligations under both”
(Borgen, 2005, p. 575).  Bor gen goes on to ar gue
“current rules are inadequate to handle treaty
proliferation and conflict” (2005).  Despite treaty
conflicts, “the United States is committed to lasting
institutions like […] the Or ganization of American
States, and NATO as well as other long-standing
alliances” (NSC, 2002, p. 5).

NATO was a priority in that it countered the
Warsaw Pact, residual of the post WWII international
stances taken by President Truman.  This was a threat-
based stance, oriented towards the perceived or real
threat of Soviet aggression through the East Bloc
and into Western Europe.  Though NATO is now
going through growing pains, during the cold war
NATO was the preeminent treaty organization from
the US perspective.  Then Secretary of Defense,
Caspar Weinberger described the trains of thought in
play during National Security deliberations over the
stance the U.S. would take on the South Atlantic crisis
(Weinberger, 1990).  His opinion won the day.  In the
case of the South Atlantic Crisis, the policy makers of
the Reagan administration surely considered NATO
as a higher priority than the OAS, and took that into
the titration of influence that acted on the decision to
support the U.K.  Looking forward to future conflicts,
the U.S. may have to decide between treaties that
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have not been challenged by the standard policy
problems heretofore encountered.

Current Applications: Argument 2 –
Priority of Relationships

Dissent was aplenty within the government
regarding the United States’ support for the British.
America’s staunchest ally has, traditionally , been
considered the British (W einberger, 1990).  In the
future it will be likely that valid viewpoints will
surface which show one relationship as having a
higher importance than another, and the question of
who is our better friend, or lesser enemy, will surface.
According to Weinberger, the dissenters in 1982
feared a downturn in the relationship with Latin
American states should the US side with the U.K.
These protestations followed the train of thought that
the U.S. should not intervene to its south (1990).

The U.S. relationship to Argentina is viewed
through the context of the Monroe Doctrine, which
governs US foreign policy toward the Americas.
Originally, President Monroe intended the policy to
be one of deterrence to the European powers of the
time.  He stated that the countries of the Americas
“are henceforth not to be considered as subjects for
future colonization” by the Europeans (Heffner, 2002
p. 96).  President Roosevelt modified the policy after
the turn of the century by the addition of his two
Roosevelt Corollaries.  The result was that the U.S.
would act as police of the Americas (Brands, 1997,
p. 523).  The qualifier however, was that any nation
of the Americas need not fear aggression from the
U.S., as long as their government “keeps order and
pays its obligations” (Morris, 2001, p.  326).
President Roosevelt feared that the developing
countries of the Americas might “hide behind the
Doctrine in order to shirk obligations” (p. 326), such
as acting civilly towards other countries or shirking
debt.  Perhaps President Roosevelt would have felt
Argentina was shirking its obligations to behave
without force in regards to the Falklands / Malvinas,
but perhaps not. Thinking of themselves “morally
better than” the Anglos Latin Americans believed
the developed world owed the them better than that
which they had given, (Acosta-Alzuru & Lester -
Roushanzamir, 2000, p. 330).  Specifically relating
to the Falklands, former Secretary of State Haig
commented: “The United States had not paid a great
deal of attention to the Falklands situation” prior to

the run-up to the invasion (Haig, 1984, p. 263).  Days
prior to the invasion, on March 30, Haig was informed
of the likelihood of an Argentine invasion on the
Falklands, and conferred with his intelligence sections
to confirm (1984).  On April 2nd, Argentina captured
the Falklands / Malvinas.

In 1982, as now , the U.K. was more than
just a partner in democracy with the U.S.  According
to Weinberger, the U.K. was the most important and
thus the U.S. should support them over the
Argentines (1990).  Furthermore, as Hugh Wyndam
points out, “Mrs. Thatcher was not about to show
any sign of Western weakness” to the Soviets during
this crisis (Clements & Ward (Eds), 1994, p. 239).
Louise Richardson claims this special “relationship
was forged through the close wartime collaboration
between Britain and the United States” (Richardson,
1996, p. 4).

Looking at current examples, we find
multiple potential trouble spots in the world where
Washington D.C. could easily awaken to find a
problem similar to the South Atlantic Crisis
challenge.  The ongoing territorial dispute between
India and Pakistan is one drastic example.  Both
states are significant to the U.S. for different reasons
such as trade and intelligence ties.  Another example
is the PRC, or People’ s Republic of China and the
ROC, or Republic of China, commonly referred to
as Taiwan.  The question of Taiwan’s sovereignty
has been a source of regional tension for decades.  It
is possible that these two states may soon be in a
shooting war with each other .  A third example is
the internal dispute within Russia between the
government and Chechan separatists.  Russia has
been fighting the separatists at the cost of lives and
resources.  Should the U.S. commit to a decision, it
would surely be a complex choice.  Challenges such
as the South Atlantic Crisis are sure to flare up, and
policy makers will need to consider varying facets,
prioritized by what is critical to the administration.

Assuming the U.K.’s relationship to the
U.S. is a priority , what other states share the same
status?  During the Cold War the Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, or West Germany, was a priority
relationship. As the only democracy in the Middle
East, Israel is another priority .  Since 9/11, Pakistan
is a critical ally , as have been Qatar and the UAE.
As national priorities change, the priority of alliances
will shift accordingly.

However, looking ahead, the priority of one
relationship over another will not be as clear-cut as it
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was during the Cold War, or before 9/11 and the Iraq
war.  The National Security Council points out in the
document, National Strategy to Combat Weapons of
Mass Destruction, that the U.S. needs to emphasize
“strengthening of alliance relationships, and the
establishment of new partnerships with former
adversaries”  (NSC, 2002, p.1).  This applies not only
to WMD but also to our foreign policy in general,
since after 9/11 our foreign policy has taken a more
proactive tone towards national security.  The priority
of one relationship over another will be one of the
most the difficult decisions faced by policy makers.

Current Applications: Argument 3 –
Alternative Moral Theories

Reagan faced multiple dilemmas when
Argentina invaded the Falkland / Malvinas Islands
and these are not unlike the multifaceted challenges
the U.S. now faces.  It is possible that there were
alternative moral theories at play during the 28 days
it took to make a decision after the invasion.  Even
if one theory may not make a lock-tight case for a
decision one way or the other , it is my theory that
just when we reach high confidence in one option,
that theory will disprove itself.  The following are
alternative theories to the decision, preceded by an
examination of motives on the part of the Argentines.

History will never fully understand the
Argentine logic behind the decision to invade the
islands, though there are popular theories.  What is
certain is that starting in the 1960’ s, Argentina
reasserted its claim to ownership of the Falklands to
the UN, though to no avail.  The question lay dormant
as the world concentrated more on the East-W est
conflict of the Cold War.  In the late 1970’s however,
nationalism pervaded Argentina after the military
junta came to power .  This junta controlled a wide
range of functions of the government (Calvert, 1982,
p. 26). Facing massive economic inflation and
growing unrest among its the citizenry, the Argentina
junta and President Galtieri, ordered the invasion of
the Falkland / Malvinas.

Politicians and historians have settled into
two rough camps regarding the Argentinean
motivations for the taking of the Falklands.  One camp
subscribes to the idea that desperation drove the
Argentineans.  This camp includes former Secretary
of State Kissinger, who stated that the invasion was
an act of desperation after the government ran the

economy aground.  That Argentina was in economic
crisis is undoubted: during the late 1970’s, Argentina
tried an economic experiment using “prefixed exchange
rates,” artificially low inflation expectations, and
artificially reduced inflation; none of which worked
(di Tella & Dornbusch, 1989 p. 286). This camp
believes that the junta then in power unwittingly
sealed their own fate as the failed invasion led to their
overthrow from power and their replacement by an
allegedly democratic form of government (Kissinger,
2001, 106).  Weinberger also was of the opinion that
the motive was to “distract the disgruntled Argentine
people’s attention from the faltering economy”
(Weinberger, 1990, p. 203).  Lieutenant Commander
Zellam also sides with this ar gument:   “Galtieri
needed a uniting diversion” and thus invaded the
Falklands (Zellam, 1999, p. 11).  Historian Edmund
Morris seems to side also with the Argentines when
he deems the South Atlantic War an “eccentric war
that Britain was waging against Argentina to retain
control of a few sheep-splattered islands (Morris,
1999, p.461).

The second camp argues that the invasion
must be understood within the context of the post-
colonial environment, in which developing countries
faced down the major powers whom misunderstood
and underestimated them. (McClure, 2004).
McClure concludes that the popular theory of
distraction is false, that the real motivation was to
force the British hand in negotiating the Falklands /
Malvinas to the Argentines (2004).  A similar theory
is purported by Virginia Gamba, who frames the
conflict in North-South terms (Gamba, 1987).  A
failure to understand each other and a lack of effective
communication compounded and contributed to the
Falkland / Malvinas conflict.  A third argument is
that though Argentina initiated the war, the Thatcher
government saw it as an opportunity to “transform
the struggle for the Falklands into a myth of national
rebirth” (Monaghan, 1998, xi).  John Arquilla notes
two more alternative theories which bear
consideration:  the junta may have decided to retake
the Falklands / Malvinas Islands out of “unchecked
aggressiveness” or perhaps the junta weighed its
options and determined a reasonable chance of
success against the British (Arquilla, 2001, p.2).
François Mitterrand aptly described power when he
stated that power is illusory , but that “power is not
illusory when in the hands of those who would use it
to exalt themselves” (Mitterrand & Wiesel, 1995, p.
157).

Falklands / Malvinas 2006:  Current Applications
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From the U.S. point of view , a feminist
perspective suggests another lens through which to
view the conflict, though the Reagan Administration
would not have used such nomenclature.  Professor
and Human Rights expert Bruce Kochis has lectured
on Feminist Ethics of Care, which dictates that the
moral justification of an action is found in the
relationships concerned.  From the moral perspective
of Feminist Ethics of Care, the President had two
relationships.  The Argentines were tied to the U.S.
as a growing economy , and as a potential bulwark
against encroaching or perceived encroaching Soviet
influence.  On the other side of the water, the British
were long-standing and stalwart allies of the U.S.
In the end, this theory may have played a real role,
whether or not explicitly stated. Due to the decision
of the U.S. to side with U.K., the US – Argentine
relationship surely suffered, and it probably still does
today.  In other words, multiple parties saw the
decision differently, depending on their interests.
The same ef fect on the relationship with the U.K.
would have been likely had the U.S. sided with the
Argentines.

Utilitarianism dictates morality by doing the
most good for the most people.  Viewing the
Falklands Crisis from the policymaker’s perspective,
siding with the U.K. was the only way to go.  This
decision would continue to keep the NATO alliance
strong against the possible nuclear threat of the USSR
and the Eastern Bloc.  The loss of face in Latin
America is not as important as maintaining security
around a broader threat: the Eastern Bloc.  In the
future utilitarianism will prove to be a factor in policy
decisions.  When looking at two allies who are by
other measures equal, it may come down to the U.S.
deciding which does the most good for the most of
its citizens.

The ethical egoist might theorize that
President Reagan acted simply in his best interests,
and thus the States’.  Regardless of how tortured the
decision may have been, the decision nonetheless in
this case came down to what was best in his mind
for his constituents.  The Reagan administration may
have justified their considered support for the U.K.
through various measures of egotistical reasoning,
perhaps arguing that since the function of
government is to ostensibly serve the people, it
follows inherently that whatever is best for the
country is the preferred route to go.  The U.S. frankly
had more to lose with the British than the Argentines.
Though internationalists or globalists might ar gue

that ethical egoism is prohibitively isolationist, I would
argue contrarily that to expect a state to act in the
best interest of the state is normal and healthy
behavior.

There are more possible perspectives from
which policymakers may choose to approach a testing
situation.  As a theory in the past may have been
dominant, others may take more precedence in the
future.  If utilitarianism is thought of as too unilateral
and as the world opinion moves more towards
multilateralism, then it is possible that the public
will see more of a relationships-based (feminist)
approach to policy matters pursued.

Current Applications: Argument 4 –
Judgment by Perception

The U.S. had to support the U.K. on the
prima facie evidence.  Moving on, the U.S. may not
be able to make its case as fast as the media can
make their case.  This is already happening, such as
in the case of a Dubai company taking over port
control at six US ports.  The furor in the media may
or may not have been misplaced, but in any case, the
U.S. did not make their case before an impression
was made on the media’s audience.  The appearance
of malice on the side of Argentina was apparent to
the world at large.  Consider the following:  A small,
harmless archipelago 300 miles of f the coast of
Argentina is invaded by surprise using far superior
forces from a behemoth country to its west.  The
event gave the appearance of strong-arm tactics on
the side of Argentina, regardless of the historical
context.  To some, the invasion may have looked like
a bully was getting its way simply through force.
The US could not avoid a decision, as both states
involved were allies.

To those unfamiliar with the vague and
spotty history of the Falkland / Malvinas Islands,
the situation may have looked clear.  Argentina had
their way with the Falklands through an amphibious
invasion, and the citizens threatened with expulsion.
This was done underhandedly and by surprise, so to
many it was unrealistic to expect the U.S. to even
consider coming down on the side of the
Argentineans.  The Reagan Administration just could
not condone what happened in the South Atlantic
based on the public evidence.  By not making their
case before the court of world opinion, Argentina left
the U.S. with little real choice.

Matyas
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The appearance of apparently stark
aggression struck nations across the world.  Foreign
Minister Ake of the Ivory Coast sided with the U.K.
as well on the point of self-determination, and asked
that Secretary Haig notify President Reagan of their
position.  That the Ivory Coast itself sided with a
former colonizer is of note when considering world
perception (Lyman, 1982, p. 2).

Upon hearing of the invasion, then
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger felt
supporting the U.K. to be the right decision, and
explained it thus:

We should do so, I felt, not only because
they were our principal ally, but because I felt
that naked aggression, as practiced by the
Argentinean military dictatorship, should
neither be encouraged nor indirectly
supported by our indifference or our
neutrality  (Weinberger, 1990,  p. 312).

Let us spend a moment on this important
point.  The opinion that the British were our principal
allies is hard to question and has already been
addressed in this paper at another point.  However ,
what would the message be if the U.S. stayed neutral
in the crisis?  The U.S. was close to doing so, as the
official decision did not come out until April 30, four
weeks after the invasion.  By that point the British
task force was just outside the Falkland / Malvinas
territory.  So why not just stay neutral?  These
questions are posed in the context of the then
perception that the U.S. was the leader of the free
world.  For the U.S. to stay quiet, while one state
breached the sovereignty of another would be
tantamount to condoning it, as Secretary Weinberger
intoned.  Not every government understands this, of
course, and the position of the U.S. on inter -state
aggression resurfaced immediately after Saddam
Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait.  In that case, the U.S.
led a coalition of like-minded states in the first Gulf
War.  The historian may not be able to take Secretary
Weinberger’s thoughts as doctrine of the Reagan
Administration, but given the relationship between
the President and a Secretary of Defense, it is likely
that his thoughts counted for much during the
mediations on this challenge.

Current Applications: Argument 5 –
Shuttle Diplomacy

Secretary Haig shuttled back and forth
between the belligerent parties in the South Atlantic
Crisis to bring his policy to fruition this conflict.
Such shuttle diplomacy  may be an essential tool in
forthcoming policy challenges to the U.S..  Although
the diplomacy ultimately failed, the policy of the U.S.
to exhaust possible peaceful solutions worked.  In
the end, the Argentines had little room for explaining
their actions.  Secretary of State Haig’s constant travel
between Buenos Aires, London, New York and
Washington set the Reagan Administration up for a
better position in an otherwise unwelcome situation.

In a speech after the South Atlantic War
Argentine Foreign Minister Costa Mendez spoke of
Secretary Haig’s shuttle diplomacy in a positive light;
he felt it established a relationship of trust that phone
calls alone would not have accomplished (Mendez,
1982).  In the current atmosphere of instant
communication via digital mediums, it may be
tempting to say that is enough.  I argue that face-to-
face contact is irreplaceable and that the trust which
is established through such contact is helpful to a
foreign policy challenge.  Remembering that the
diplomacy failed to achieve the desired outcome in
the South Atlantic Crisis, it did give the U.S. the
standing it needed to have washed its hands of
Argentina’s aggression.

Shuttling an of ficial of high standing,
especially a Vice President or Secretary of S tate,
brings equality to the belligerents.  In the South
Atlantic crisis, surely Argentina felt, though I never
found this specifically in the research, that they had
equal opportunity to make their case heard.  Buenos
Aires had opportunities to sway Secretary Haig, and
indeed they did try.  In recent years, the U.S. worked
with states in South Asia such as Uzbekistan who
likely feel that shuttle diplomacy will bring equality
to their standing that they might not otherwise feel.
Perception in this case is a key factor.

Another advantage to shuttle diplomacy is
the guaranteed messaging with the belligerents of
the South Atlantic War.  By the shuttling of Secretary
Haig, by nature of his presence in front of the heads
of power, guaranteed that they knew the tone,
context, and content of the signals the U.S. was
sending.  This method reduces, but does not eliminate
the risk of miscommunication due to dif ference in
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culture.  By personally conveying the message,
President Galtieri and Prime Minister Thatcher knew
the intentions and desires of the U.S.  Going forward,
as the U.S. continues to work on difficult situations
in corners of the world unlike our own, communications
must not be misconstrued.  By being present to answer
questions or clarify, and speak in proxy for the head
of state, the officer is able to confirm that the message
is received as it was meant by the head of state, and
leave little room for the head of state to claim mixed
signals.

As conflicts break out, policy makers will
need to act agilely.  The term shuttle diplomacy may
be a misnomer, in that the term may lead one to
believe it to slow negotiations, when in fact it may
actually speed them.  The hours it took Secretary
Haig to fly to Buenos Aires or London to convey the
message of President Reagan may have actually saved
time in saved confusion or mixed signals.

One disadvantage to shuttle diplomacy in
the case of the South Atlantic crisis involved the
immense distances to be traversed. (W einberger,
1990).  The simple magnitude of distance and time
required to shuttle from London to Washington to
Buenos Aires and back and forth is vast.  That
distance will likely be seen again as the U.S. may
again use shuttle diplomacy between countries in the
Middle East, South Asia, and Southeast Asia.
Advances in speed, comfort, and functionality in
aircraft may ameliorate this, but the disadvantage is
still present.

A second disadvantage to shuttle diplomacy
is the risk of the perception that a diplomat is too
low-level.  Should an officer other than the secretary
of state attempt this, it might be possible to of fend
countries that want more recognition from and access
to the U.S. and the U.S. economy .  Likewise, there
must be a head of state that trusts the S tate
Department to perform this function in proxy .

Results of the Haig missions were such that
the U.S. left Argentina with chances to escape while
saving face.  The US gave its best efforts to solving
the situation peacefully, predicting correctly that
potential war would be a catastrophic defeat for the
Argentines.  Shuttle diplomacy was an effective tool
in the South Atlantic War, one that the policy makers
will need to remember going forward and working
bilaterally with states when challenges come up.

Current Applications: Argument 6 –
Human Rights

The Human Rights lobby will continue to
play a role in influencing politics, and rightfully so.  If
policymakers and Human Rights theorists were able
to find to a common language, the issues of
acceptability of Human Rights theory would
evaporate.  Although I have not found a specific
argument heretofore made for the invasion of the
Falklands / Malvinas as a Human Rights abuse, one
will be made here.

Human Rights theorists will point out
problems in the case of the South Atlantic Crisis with
the Argentineans, outside of the ‘Dirty War’ and other
Human Rights abuses committed by the Argentine
junta during the late 1970’s and early 80’s.  Amnesty
International mounted a long-term campaign to bring
international pressure against the Human Rights
abuses of Argentina prior to the South Atlantic War.
Without question, Argentina was a major focus of
the work of Amnesty International (Amnesty
International, 1987, p. 7).

The first Human Rights argument possible
on the Falklands / Malvinas War is Article 15-2 of
the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.  “No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
nationality…” (UDHR, 2006).  Argentina did indeed
deprive the residents of the Falklands / Malvinas
Islands by giving them little or no choice.  They had
the choice to move to the U.K., or stay on the Islands
as Argentine citizens.  Furthermore, Article 28 states,
“everyone is entitled to a social and international
order” (UDHR, 2006).  The usurpation of order was
a violation of the Falklander ’s Human Rights.

DeLaet notes that nations are more likely
to intervene in other states’ affairs based on Human
Rights when the challenge coincides with other
national interests.  How states define a national
interest therefore will not syllogistically include
Human Rights.  Human Rights theorists may claim
that any challenge to Human Rights is a national
interest of states, or at least should be.  This is a
valid and noble ar gument, though not one for this
paper.  I am assuming that a state will explicitly
dictate when a challenge to Human Rights is or is
not in the national interests of the state.  In the South
Atlantic Crisis, the Reagan Administration, which
operated in the preliminary stages of value-based
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politics, may have seen the Argentine Human Rights
challenge in the Falklands / Malvinas Islands as
overlapping with its own national interest.  The
administration may have inadvertently buoyed up the
Human Rights theorists who advocated intervention
on behalf of Human Rights by siding with the U.K.  In
this instance, it is a successful amalgam of Human
Rights and national interests.

Looking at our current policy environment,
we see Human Rights abuses occurring across the
world.  The most heinous of these abuses are likely
occurring in the Sudan as well as North Korea.  In
the latter case, there are a plethora of other national
interests, which pervade our policy formation, such
as their growing ICBM capability and penchant for
selling missile technology.  So is it in the national
interest of the U.S. to intervene in states’  affairs in
the case of Human Rights abuses?  What if the state
is not a pariah state but rather an ally or one with a
shared defense treaty?  Keeping in mind the memory
of Rwanda, Kosovo, the Holocaust, and Armenian
Turkey, the United State would do well in the future
to consider Human Rights as a national interest
explicitly.  As the case of the South Atlantic showed,
the U.S. is willing to do that implicitly .  A popular
myth exists which states that Human Rights advocacy
and the foreign policy of the U.S. are mutually
exclusive.  I purport that they are not: rather , it is
absolutely a national interest of the United S tates
that basic Human Rights abuses be stopped.  The
tension here is the priority of Human Rights.

The Strategic Plan of the US Department
of State / USAID states, “The promotion of
democracy and human rights is an expression of our
values as a nation” (USDS / USAID, 2003, p. 19).
The National Security Council put out a document
entitled The National Security Strategy of the United
States of America in 2002 .  One section of that
document applies well to the discussion here:

In an increasingly interconnected world, a
regional crisis can strain our alliances, rekindle
rivalries among the major powers, and create
horrifying affronts to human dignity.  When
violence erupts and states falter , the United
States will work with friend and partners to
alleviate suffering and restore stability (NSC,
2002, p. 9).

Conclusion

Despite turnover in governments and the
passage of time, the fact that Argentina invaded the
U.K.’s sovereignty is still a sore spot for many.  During
interviews with Tim Cotter, a Falklander, I raised the
question of current attitudes.  The response was not
surprising: the bulk of the 2900 residents, in his view,
currently have opinions regarding Argentina ranging
from total hatred to distrust (Cotter, 2005).

Let us apply the lessons of this paper to a
current case: India and Pakistan.  India is one of our
economic partners, while Pakistan is a critical
security ally of the U.S., one who has been
instrumental in counter-terrorism policy.  Tensions
between the two nuclear states recently have ranged
from simmering to boiling.  A potential absolute war,
or further heightening of tensions between these two
states, would mean a decision between allies at a
time when the U.S. is concentrating on Afghanistan
and Iraq, both just east of the Indian subcontinent.
For the purposes of this example, we assume that
the U.S. does not find such a war in its interests, and
that support must be given one way or the other .
What should policy analysts consider should these
two U.S. allies come to war against each other?

•    Analysts need to honestly evaluate the
priority of treaties that are in effect between
the U.S. and the two states.  The U.S. faced
this once before in 1965, and halted
military assistance to both states, which
produced feelings of frustration against the
U.S. especially on Pakistan’s part (USDS,
2006).

•     Which relationship holds priority to the
U.S.?  India and the U.S. are the two largest
representative democracies, yet Pakistan is
committed and in a position to assist the
U.S. in its counter -terrorism policies
(USDS, 2006).

•    What about the utilitarian, egoist, or feminist
perspectives?  India is more populous, but
Pakistan has the potential to more directly
assist the U.S. capture Bin Laden and
others.  Might both relationships be
salvaged?

The foreign policy challenges facing
the U.S. will rarely be zero-sum equations, and
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hard  ques t ions  mus t  and  should  fo l low .
Machiavelli posed the quintessential question
in this regard, “Is it better to be loved more than
feared?” (Machiavel l i ,  1532,  p.  90) .   The
answer he gave immediately thereafter: “One
ought to be both feared and loved,” though he
qualified that by acknowledging the dif ficulty
of achieving that end.  In this vein, historian
and Falklands expert Virginia Gamba stated so
well the thrust of the application of lessons
learned from the Falkland / Malvinas war: “The
world is shrinking, and the dilemma of how to
maintain peace is increasing” (Gamba, 1987).
This was true 20 years ago and evermore so
today.   The South Atlantic Crisis  of  1982
provided an archetype of decision making to the
U.S. for a complex challenge, removed from the
Eas t  vs .  Wes t  con tex t .   These  complex
challenges will only increase in frequency and
the foreign policy of the U.S. is bound to get
more complicated, not simpler .  Taking tone
from Allison and Zelikow in their 1999 work,
Essence of Decision, policy analysts need to ask
more fundamental questions than in the past
and get past the old model of variable-based
analysis.  As analysts hammer out policies
regarding complicated matters, policy makers
should apply lessons learned from the Falklands
/ Malvinas War in such a manner as to defuse
or head of f aggression between allies,  and
protect and promote the national interests of the
U.S.  These situations will be dif ficult, and it
will take people willing to challenge themselves
to  th ink  and  ac t  c rea t ive ly  to  rea l i ze
international order.
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